Blood program--simple, painless, vital

**FASCINATED** by a glowing red opaque cube, a small girl climbed upon a chair and pulled the candle toward her, still staring intently at the flame. Suddenly, the girl jumped,个小 girl

before the fire, her dress became a mass of flames, and she suffered third degree burns. After the child had been rushed to the hospital, it was found she needed blood desperately and that she needed it there and then. And there was there—only because No. 64 Miss Mary Thompson's Red Cross program.

This is the true story which was told to the group of Junior Red Cross representatives at the special meeting stressed the importance of this program.

**THE STORY may or may not involve Miss Mary Thompson, but if it did, chance are that the blood was donated by someone in this area during one of the visits paid by the bloodmobile through small towns.

That blood, which saved her life, however, was donated by anyone—a factory owner, a faculty member, a farmer, or a teacher—who heard about the desperate appeal for blood donors in the volunteer program. But no one will ever know, for the Red Cross never reveals to the recipient the donor of the blood.

The story of one girl, one cube, and a small girl climbed upon a chair and pulled the candle toward her, still staring intently at the flame. Suddenly, the girl jumped, blood begins when the appeal is heard and answered, but it goes on and on, through each step. Upon entering the bloodmobile, a donor is greeted by a volunteer, who takes his coat and directs him to a volunteer nurse. There, 100 volunteers to every paid American Red Cross worker who fills out his card and shows him around. In the large blood bank, which is shown to a canteen where he is to receive some orange juice or orange juice.

The donor is washed. Then, even though a pint of the blood he gave, it is put into a standard bottle, plugged as to tips, packed in a large black trunk and sent to the area blood program headquarters, Springfield, Missouri. From there it is dispensed to area hospitals as it is needed.

In simple—so pathetic—yet so vital. This program was established so that there would always be a supply of blood when it was needed and so that patients could be treated without delay. It's not just a plan for it. That little girl's parents did not pay for the blood they gave—only the charges for the convenience of the supplier. 

**BUT THE CONTINUOUS SUPPLY of blood has not worked out.**

Jungle woman, female animal, or is it a girl? by M. Crawford

I SOMETIMES WONDER if the human species of the female jungle isn't reverting to—some unknown primitive was substantiated after I took Female of the Jungle last Friday night. To ride to the show we pooled on the back seat of Friend's car. I was immediately covered, as was the rest of the back seat, with an overabundance of what Female called a poofy clothes skirt. Having an extremely curious mind, I ventured to touch the poofy clothes, wondering what this spring was made out of. Female replied, " imported from foreign parts.

By this time I was beginning to wonder about the girl. The car had to be parked three blocks away from the folks, making the girls a hike a spell. Bears out of my ears were these words: "My car won't get dirty!" When I reached for Female's hand to help her across the mud puddle so her lilies wouldn't get wet, I exclaimed at what felt like dish-water hands. I let out "poofy clothes," and blurted out, "My fears by informing me that this was the same girl who played in the pigeon glasses she got for Christmas.

Did she enjoy "Jungle Woman"? Or did she, but after me, I had already been in the zoo— but I had a date with one.
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Don't Gamble On Your Bicycle Repairs

Have you ever been repairing your bike and after tearing it down completely, found that it just won't go together again? Or found that you didn't buy the right repair parts when downtown? If so you can stop worrying about the next repair job.

Just bring your bike to Aristocrat Sales and Service. Aristocrat has a complete stock of repair parts for American and imported bicycles and has competent mechanics ready to repair your bike. And Aristocrat Sales and Service.
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Survey shows band students are preferred by employers

- **MANY PEOPLE feel that the band is nothing but a bit of pleasure and a chance to get out of school occasionally for a treat. However, participating in the band gives students all-round education according to Floyd D. Pitts, band director.**

- **BAND TRAINING IS IMPOR TANT.** Mr. Pitts said, "Employers prefer those students who have had band experience because of training in precision, responsibility and teamwork. Band members of the Pitts band have been placed in the bands of Marilyn Monroe and others.

- **OTHERS who complete the state band for championships and Mary Beth Stitt, copy and proof. Those students who made the trip are Carol Griffer, Rose Anna V sunset, James Jonnas, Ralph Stant, Betty Sue Ewing and Louise Turner.

- **WORKER PERSONALITY is an important ability in the musical ability but because of his friendly and helpful attitude.** Unlike绝大部分, Mr. Pitts has given us a good band—one we can be proud of.

- **THE PERSON, as does every person in the band, has been given the opportunity to learn all he can about music.** Being playing in close harmony with others, or learning how to march on the field in a wide variety of precision marching formations, where each member must conform strictly.

- **FOR RESPONSIBILITY, a band member is faced with the work of every day practice and also holds responsible for instruments costing from $50 for a used clarinet to $100 for a bassoon for assistance to Mr. Pitts.**

- **Precision is also vitally essential to the make-up of a trained bandman.** Mr. Pitts added, "Because of the large amount of pre-performance preparation time he must have time to assemble his instrument and correct any flaw uniform which makes him differ from the other students.
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